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On February 14, 2020, at the 12th meeting of the Central
Committee for Comprehensively Deepening Reform, the
Pilot Implementation Plan for Empowering Scientists to
Retain Ownership or Long-term Access Rights of Research
& Development Outputs (hereinafter referred to as the Plan)
was deliberated about and then approved. The Plan was issued jointly by nine departments including the Ministry of
Science and Technology of China on May 18, 2020. It unprecedentedly addressed the issues of what to empower, who
to empower and to whom to empower, and how to empower
at the national policy level in the reform of the property rights
of R&D outputs (R&D outputs). As for what to empower, the
Plan specifies that the property rights of R&D outputs are
owned by the research staff at state-owned research institutions and universities. These R&D outputs include but are not
limited to patents, computer software, integrated circuit
layout design, new plant varieties, new biopharmaceuticals,
and technical secrets. As for who to empower and to whom to
empower, the Plan first proposes that the property rights of
R&D outputs belong to the working organization. Second,
the Plan defines that the pilot organization assigns the property rights of R&D outputs owned by the organization to the
achievement makers (teams). As for how to empower, regarding proprietary rights, the Plan only provides that the

pilot organization and achievement makers (teams) are the
joint holders of property rights.
Even so, in terms of legal mechanism and reform objectives, two important issues are to be addressed before the Plan
can be implemented. (1) Now that most of the relevant
statements in the Plan have already existed in the laws and
regulations introduced around the year 2000, what makes it
necessary to reconfirm them two decades later in the name of
pilot reform? (2) Now that the organization serving as the
lawful rights holder of intellectual property rights in line with
China’s prevailing legal framework is entitled to lawfully
assign entirely or partially its intellectual property rights in
the absence of special administrative authorization, what
makes it necessary to issue a specific normative document to
independently grant it the right to deal with intellectual
property rights in the capacity of a joint intellectual property
rights holder?
In the pilot reform of mixed ownership for R&D outputs or
government-funded R&D outputs, while the government
works hard to address the problem that state-owned public
institutions treat R&D outputs as special state-owned assets,
it is caught in the theoretical paradox of either private or
public ownership [1]. As a consequence, state rights and individual rights, as well as the administration and rights of
R&D outputs, are deliberately contradicted with each other,
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which intensifies the divorce between administrative policies
and market-driven laws and regulations. It is boiled down to
the insufficient understanding of the history and the value of
the reform on the ownership right of R&D outputs.
By reviewing the institutional changes and reform process
on the ownership policy of government-funded R&D outputs
in China, this paper clarifies the institutional implications of
public ownership, institutional ownership, and intellectual
property rights of R&D outputs, tries to explore the reform
experience and institutional rules of the ownership policy,
and calls for a conceptual consensus to promote the future
ownership policy reform on government-funded R&D
outputs.

1 Public ownership of R&D outputs: ownership
by the whole people and free access rights
The core of the ownership of R&D outputs seems to be
how to allocate rights, that is, the issue of who can obtain the
property right [2]. In fact, as the institutional development of
R&D outputs in China shows, the issue of property rights of
R&D outputs is not attributed to how to allocate property
rights but a more fundamental issue: can science expertise
serving as means of production [3] be privatized. That is, can
R&D outputs be owned by designated organizations or individuals and accordingly bring lawful economic benefits to
them? In nature, it remains a question whether the issue of
R&D outputs is an issue of ownership or property rights.

1.1 Public ownership of the means of production
and public owning of R&D outputs
In the wake of the founding of the People’s Republic of
China, especially the socialist transformation of agriculture,
handicraft, and capitalist industry and commerce, China
established socialist public ownership and launched planned
economy [4]. Hence, planned science research was carried out
for collective benefits [5]. That is, science and technology was
tasked with the mission of serving production and socialist
construction. Science research was task-driven [6]. Any capitalist individualism bent on seizing individual fame and
benefits by means of science expertise was firmly opposed [7].
As socialist public ownership stipulated, like other important
means of production such as land, factory, and equipment,
R&D outputs were owned by the whole people.
To this end, on September 18, 1958, Nie Rongzhen, then
Vice Premier of the State Council and Director of the Science
Planning Commission, clearly stated in his speech at the
National Congress of the All-China Federation of Specialized
Societies of Natural Sciences and the All-China Association
for the Popularization of Science and Technology that in the
socialist system all inventions and research outputs were the
properties of all the people and therefore should be fully used
and can only be used this way [8,9]. The editorial titled Vigorously Popularizing the Scientific and Technological

Outputs of the People’s Daily of December 6, 1958 even
openly proposed that R&D outputs were the properties of
people and should accordingly serve as powerful means for
people to withstand challenges from the nature [10]. It defined
the public ownership of R&D outputs. However, such defining did not take into account relevant organizations, individuals or financial sources.
That the public ownership of R&D outputs was conducive
to technology advance and application was attributed to the
then popular view that in China socialism had eliminated
capitalist private ownership alongside commercial secrets of
capitalist competition and the private ownership of inventions and discoveries [11]. In a capitalist society exercising
private property, each and every capitalist monopolizes their
own technological innovations as business secrets, and such
monopoly is legally protected by patent rights [12].

1.2 Institutional implication of ownership by the
whole people for R&D outputs
To accommodate the public ownership of R&D outputs, on
November 3, 1963, China’s State Council released Regulations
of the People’s Republic of China on Awards for Inventions
while abolishing the 1950’s Provisional Regulations for Securing Inventions and Patents that defined the civil protection
for inventions. It was prescribed in the Regulations of the
People’s Republic of China on Awards for Inventions that all
inventions should belong to the state and therefore all organizations including collective organizations across the country
can gain access to inventions rather than be monopolized by
any individual or organization. Meanwhile, it maintained that
all relevant organizations throughout the country shall encourage, endorse and vigorously promote people’s enthusiasm
for inventions (Article 3). State Scientific and Technological
Commission of the People’s Republic of China shall navigate
invention undertakings of the country and oversee the commercialization of inventions (Article 4) [13]. Later, on October 23,
1965, Leading Party Group of Central Committee of Secrets
Protection (now National Administration of State Secrets
Protection), Leading Party Group of State Scientific and
Technological Commission, Leading Party Group of National
Economic Commission, Party Committee of Office of Industry
for National Defense of the State Council, Party Committee of
Commission of Science and Technology for National Defense
of CPLA, and General Political Department of the People’s
Liberation Army jointly drafted Several Opinions on Science
and Technology Exchange and Secrets Protection, which applied state ownership to all R&D outputs and stipulated that all
R&D outputs shall belong to the state and can be accessed on
demand. No organization or individual, under whatever pretext, was permitted to monopolize these outputs [14]. Approved
by the Central Committee of the Chinese Communist Party and
the State Council, on November 15 it was officially forwarded to
provincial-level Party committees and various state-level
ministries and administrations. Such stand has since then applied to all rules and regulations related to R&D outputs (Table 1).
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Table 1

Regulatory statement on public-ownership of R&D outputs before reform and opening

Obviously, the state ownership mentioned above is not a
synonym for state ownership of invention rights or inventions. Instead, according to the 1954’s and 1978’s versions of
the Constitution, it manifested state ownership for means of
production, i.e., ownership by the whole people. On November 11, 1978, Regulations for Research and Development
Outputs Issued by State Scientific and Technological Commission of China set forth that all organizations including
collective ones under ownership by the whole people can
gain access to R&D outputs when in need [15]. In light of the
political implication that public ownership had eliminated the
exploitation system, state ownership or ownership by the
whole people necessarily meant that inventions, as part of
means of production, would not be exclusive to any organization or individual. An editorial titled Regulations of the
People’s Republic of China on Awards for Inventions published by China’s official medium People’s Daily on its front
page defined China’s stand: “We are not supposed to treat an
individual or organization’s invention or technology improvement as private property and ‘protect’ them.” “Such
invention or technology improvement, in nature, is strikingly
different from the so called ‘patent’ in the capitalist system.”
“The possibility of the exploiting class monopolizing technology has been fundamentally eliminated” [16].
In a legal sense, the whole people is not a legal subject.
Instead, it is a collective concept without pointing out specified objects. Only in this way can we gain true insights into
public ownership [17]. In other words, the R&D outputs
owned by the state or the whole people cannot be set as the
object of any designated subject including organization under
the ownership of the whole people. The above outlined the

perspectives of the administration of R&D outputs in China
prior to the reform in the 1980s.
Given the public ownership of R&D outputs in the socialist system, R&D outputs, regardless of who create, fund
or manage them, shall be accessible to all the people for free.
The governmental awarding system has completely replaced
civil rights, thus becoming the sole acknowledgment of R&D
organizations and individuals [18]. Meanwhile, it implies that
R&D outputs, as public intellectual products and means of
production, are not commodities or properties that can be
traded with or possessed. In the legal sense it means that there
is no the so called property rights of R&D outputs of whatever form. R&D outputs cannot and shall not be targets of
property rights for free. No organization or individual can
claim any special legal interests of R&D outputs or monopoly
over them.

2
Property rights of R&D outputs: the
divorce between ownership by the whole people
and organizations’ claim of such rights
Viewed from the institutional development, public ownership of R&D outputs dampened the morale of science
workers rather than facilitated the promotion or application of
them. In particular, public ownership was considered free of
charge, making it difficult for R&D outputs to flow between
market players and subjecting R&D outputs to administrative
regulations. Meanwhile, under the mode of planned economy, research departments and production departments were
not motivated enough to integrate technology and economy.
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The absence of economic incentives intensified the divorce
between R&D outputs and their commercialization. In the
early stage of reform and opening up, the discrepancy between economy and technology became a barrier to China’s
economic development. Paid technological transfer, thus,
became a solution to such thorny issue.

2.1 Ownership by the whole people and free
access rights
In the early stage of reform and opening up, paid transfer
was an important reform approach for allocating resources in
line with the law of commodity (market) economy. In 1979,
China’s State Council issued Several Regulations on Expanding the Autonomy of State-owned Enterprises, part of
which was concerned about the management of fixed assets.
Under it, state-owned enterprises were entitled to charge fees
for transferring or leasing redundant and idle fixed assets [19].
In this way, state ownership was transformed into the property right of state-owned assets. Paid technological transfer
implied that the reform extended from the domain of economy to that of science and technology. On September 10,
1980, China’s National People’s Congress issued the Resolutions Made at the 3rd Session of the 5th National People’s
Congress on National Economy Planning for 1980 and 1981,
National Final Statement of Account for 1979, National
Budget for 1980, and National General Estimate for 1981. In
the section of national economy planning for 1981, it proposed that methods must be sought for the paid transfer of
important new technologies [20]. According to the Tentative
Specifications for Promoting and Protecting Socialist Competition, the economic benefits of relevant organizations and
personnel should be secured through paid transfer of important technological achievements so as to encourage innovative technology and inventions [21]. Central to the paid
technological transfer mechanism is the breakthrough to be
made in ownership and application of R&D outputs by the
whole people.
First, the reform broke the institutional connection between ownership and application by the whole people. In
September 1981, the Ministry of Finance and the State Scientific and Technological Commission of China issued Regulations on Financial Treatment of Paid Transfer of
Technology, which was a pioneer in this sphere. Although it
did not directly stipulate the nature and ownership of R&D
outputs, it disconnected ownership of R&D outputs by the
whole people from the unpaid use of these outputs by establishing a state-level system for sharing revenues from technological transfer [22]. It acknowledged that R&D outputs
contained the property of commodities. The establishment of
such system implies that the unpaid use of R&D outputs was
only a product under special historical circumstances for the
sake of promoting R&D outputs. Practice has proved that
unpaid use of R&D outputs did not fuel the promotion and
application of R&D outputs. Hence, change became an
imperative.

The other key to the reform lies in differentiating the financial sources of R&D outputs or caging technological
transfer scope and contents, which directly or indirectly
acknowledges the independent economic benefits of enterprises and public institutions for R&D outputs. The Trial
Methods for the Paid Transfer of Research & Development
Outputs in Light Industry issued on October 8, 1981 and the
Tentative Methods for Implementing Steered Technological
Transfer issued by the Ministry of Mechanical Industry on
January 1, 1982 confirmed, by differentiating investment,
that under socialist system, enterprises and public institutions
were entitled to relatively independent economic interests.
Hence, any transfer by any organization developing or introducing foreign technology by independently raising funds
or through loaning to a third party should be reimbursed. All
the grass-roots organizations were authorized to transfer their
achievements made chiefly through private capital. The Trial
Methods for the Paid Transfer of Research & Development
Outputs issued by the Ministry of Posts and Telecommunications of China on June 10, 1982 and The Trial Methods for
Technological Transfer issued by the Ministry of Geography
and Mineral Resources on August 17, 1982 set limits on the
scope and contents of technological transfer, stating that
technological paid transfer should be confined to the access
rights of technology and transfer can be one-time only (i.e.,
not allowed to be transferred to a third party) or multiple.
Meanwhile, they stipulated that the outputs to be transferred
should be technologically advanced, economically sound,
and feasibly be applied to practice. Furthermore, it stipulated
that those technologies introduced from abroad by governmental funds or through international exchanges were not
permitted to be transferred for charge.

2.2 The official proposal of the property rights of
R&D outputs
The decoupling between ownership by the whole people
and the unpaid use of R&D outputs, as well as the establishment of independent economic benefits of enterprises and
public institutions for R&D outputs, made it possible to
separate the rights from the public ownership of R&D outputs. According to the extant published policy literature,
institutionally speaking, the phrasing of property rights of
R&D outputs dated back to the reform of paid technological
transfer initiated in 1979 [19]. The Tentative Administration
Methods for Research and Development Outputs in Jiangsu
Province [23] issued on July 10, 1980, and the Tentative
Methods for Managing Research and Development Outputs
in Hunan Province [24], pioneered in using property rights to
phrase the ownership right of R&D outputs, providing that
the government protects the ownership right of all the organizations that accomplished R&D outputs. At the state
level of institutions, the Trial Methods for Technological
Transfer issued by the Ministry of Chemistry and Industry,
the Trial Provisions for the Science and Technology Transfer
of MOE-affiliated Higher Education Institutions issued by
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Table 2

History of public policy on property rights of R&D outputs

the Ministry of Education [25], and the Trial Methods for the
Paid Transfer of Art and Craft Outputs [26] began to use the
phrases of property rights of R&D outputs.
The proposal of the property rights of R&D outputs decoupled ownership by the whole people from the unpaid use
of R&D outputs. The independent economic interests of
enterprises and public institutions were disentangled from
public interests and state interests. The public ownership–property rights bond was broken. More critically, this
proposal marked the transition from the rights-absent system
to the rights-embedded system characterized by designated
applicable targets, relatively concrete players, and the divorce
of property rights from access rights, transfer rights, and
patent rights (Table 2). For example, in May 1989, the State
Administration of Science, Technology and Industry for
National Defence of China released the Tentative Regulations
for Managing the Outputs of Advanced Planning Study on
Science and Technology for National Defence crystallized
three major institutional breakthroughs in the reform of

property rights of R&D outputs. Hereto, the public ownership
of R&D outputs embedded in the public ownership of means
of production was no longer an obstacle, in terms of concept,
institution and mechanism, to science and technology institutions aiming at obtaining the rights and paid transfer of
①
R&D outputs.

3 The intellectual property rights of R&D
outputs: separation between R&D outputs administration and civil rights ownership
The transition from public ownership–property rights integration to their separation is a revolution marking the
transformation from planned economy to market-driven
economy. The separation between public ownership and
property rights ushered in the specified laws for the ownership rights of R&D outputs.

______________________________________
① Before the enactment of the Legislation Law of the People’s Republic of China in 2000, the distinction between administrative regulations, departmental
rules, and official documents of administrative organs was rather vague in China. Therefore, the academic circles often regard the official documents of administrative organs included in the compilation of regulations as administrative regulations rather than general administrative documents. In addition, according
to Article 1 of the Interim Measures on Procedures for Handling Official Documents in the Administrative Departments of the Government promulgated by the
General Office of the State Council in 1981, the official documents of the State Administrative Agencies are an important instrument for releasing rules and
regulations.
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Ownership by the whole people or state ownership serves
as a regulating instrument to guard against technological
monopoly, ensure the public sharing of knowledge, and
maintain fair competition [27], which forms the constitutional
rights for R&D outputs. The property rights (civil rights)
between the state, enterprises, public institutions, and individuals mirror the allocation of economic interests and personality interests deriving from R&D outputs by civil rights
players, such as the state, organizations, and individuals. In
nature, it is a kind of civil legal relationship concerning R&D
outputs. According to the Constitution, the former is analogous to the institutional guarantee of German’s basic law,
while the latter is the civil property rights as a kind of real
right. If such institutional guarantee is to be implemented, the
state shall prepare laws to crystallize relevant rules and regulations set forth in the Constitution [28].

3.1 The separation between property rights and
intellectual property rights
The property rights of R&D outputs proposed in the 1980s
originated from the judgment that science and technology
reform is an important part of China’s economic reform [29]. It
was phrased the way land and business property rights were
phrased. In that context, science and technology reform was
modeled on economic reform. It produced an immediate
effect on fusing science and technology with economy. With
such indisputable institutional support, it perfectly made
sense to carry out science and technology reform. Meanwhile, a civil basic law system was absent in China at that
time, and the intellectual property rights system, typified by
Patent Law of the People’s Republic of China, was still being
drafted. Therefore, there was no institutional barrier to such
borrowing and application.
With the successive launch of Patent Law of the People’s
Republic of China (1984), General Principles of the Civil
Law of the People’s Republic of China (1986), Law of the
People’s Republic of China on Technology Contracts (1987),
Copyright Law of the People’s Republic of China (1990),
Regulations for the Protection of Computer Software (1991),

Figure 1

Law of the People’s Republic of China on the Progress of
Science and Technology (1993), The Law of the People’s
Republic of China on Anti-Unfair Competition (1993), Law
of the People’s Republic of China on Promoting the Transformation of Research & Development Outputs (1996),
Criminal Law of the People’s Republic of China (1997 Reversion), Regulation of the People’s Republic of China on
Protection of New Varieties of Plants (1997), Contract Law
of the People’s Republic of China (1999), Company Law of
the People’s Republic of China (1999 Amendment), and
Regulations on Protection of Integrated Circuit Layout Design (2001), the implicit private intellectual property rights
and interests of technology contracts embedded in the property rights of R&D outputs were gradually replaced by definite intellectual property rights, contract rights and interests,
and other civil rights and interests featuring legally categorized type, concrete contents, and strict legal protection
(Figure 1).
More importantly, General Principles of the Civil Law of
the People’s Republic of China promulgated in 1986 clearly
defined property right and intellectual property right as two
different types of civil rights. Property rights became a special category of civil rights. It was no longer a general or
alternative term for right to integrity of works, civil rights or
property rights. Intellectual property rights, typified by patent
right, became the main legal rights of R&D outputs. Moreover, the State Scientific and Technological Commission of
China issued two special documents in 1988 to clarify
whether there was property right to R&D outputs. In accordance with the 1988 Statement by the Head of the State
Scientific and Technological Commission of the People’s
Republic of China on the Evaluation and Ownership of
Technological Achievements Involved in the Implementation
of the Technology Contract Law and the Statement by the
Head of the Policy and Regulation Department of the State
Scientific and Technological Commission of the People’s
Republic of China on the Limits of Laws, Regulations and
Policies Related to the Technology Market, we came up with
the following understanding.

Legislation timeline of related statutory rights on R&D outputs in China
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Property right is a kind of exclusive right, with designated
subject of rights while undesignated subject of obligations.
Only after a patent of a technological achievement has been
applied for and granted can the patentee, within the validity
of the patent right, enjoy the exclusive right, similar to
property right, of his or her invention patent. The right to the
use and transfer of non-patented technological achievements
is a different case, for it only exists between designated parties. It has no effect on the third party. The right to use and
transfer non-patented technology is a non-exclusive right.
Hence, in the legal sense it does not have the attribute of
property right.
At this point, the external legal environment for the use of
property rights of R&D outputs at the beginning of the reform
and opening-up period has undergone fundamental changes.
The concept of property rights of R&D outputs as an institutional expression has gradually withdrawn from the national
①
institutional discourse .

3.2 Legal negation specific of intellectual property
rights
In the wake of China’s accession to the World Trade Organization (WTO) in 2001, private rights discourse has increasingly attracted the attention of the legal system [30]. The
civil rights system, as the cornerstone of the market economy,
has been improved. The concept of private rights protection,
especially that of intellectual property rights protection, has
been gradually accepted by the public. In this respect, the
Patent Law of the People’s Republic of China amended the
second time on August 25, 2000 bears milestone significance.
The amendment to the law completely abolished the requirement of distinguishing between ownership and holding
of patent rights [18]. The provision that the assignment of the
right of patent application or the patent right by an entity
under the ownership by the whole people must be approved
by the competent authorities at a higher level has been deleted. The 16-year-long practice of separation between ownership and holding common among organizations under the
ownership by the whole people have been terminated [31]. The
provisions of Articles 6, 10, 14, and 16 in the Patent Law of
the People’s Republic of China (1984) have been systematically adjusted. In the Explanation on the Amendment to the
Patent Law of the People’s Republic of China (Draft) made
by Jiang Ying, then Director of China National Intellectual
Property Administration to the Standing Committee of the
National People’s Congress, it was explicitly proposed that

since the statements in the provisions on the attribution of
patent rights to state-owned organizations in the original law
are no longer compatible with the reform of state-owned
enterprises, there is no need, according to different ownership
systems, to stipulate that state-owned organizations are
merely the holders of their patent rights while other units are
the owners of their patent rights. All it needs is to define who
is the patentee. This means that differentiating patent protection by forms of ownership has withdrawn from the stage of
history. The Opinions of the Central Committee of the
Communist Party of China and the State Council on Improving the Property Rights Protection System for the Protection of Property Rights in accordance with Law (No. 28 of
2016), released in November 2016, once again clearly regarded upholding equal protection as the primary principle of
property rights protection. It explicitly put forward upholding
equal rights, equal opportunities, equal rules and eliminating
all kinds of hidden barriers, and ensured that economic entities under all forms of ownership have equal access to factors
of production in accordance with the law, compete in the
market openly and fairly, enjoy equal legal protection, and
work together to carry out their social responsibilities.

3.3 Decoupling of administrative interests of R&D
outputs from intellectual property rights
On one hand, the administration of R&D outputs is decoupled from the ownership. Article 9 of the Measures for
Registration of Research & Development Outputs clearly
stipulates that the registration certificate of R&D outputs
shall not be a direct testimony of the ownership of R&D
outputs [32]. Article 6 of the Detailed Rules for the Implementation of the Regulation on National Awards for Science
and Technology stipulates that the National Awards for Science and Technology are honor awarded by the State to citizens or organizations, and the award certificate should not be
used to directly identify the ownership of R&D outputs.
On the other hand, institutional speaking, the awarding of
R&D outputs and intellectual property rights are separate
from each other. In the General Principles of the Civil Law of
the People’s Republic of China (1986) and the Law of the
People’s Republic of China on the Progress of Science and
Technology (1993), there were forms of rights to R&D outputs with terms like rights to other R&D outputs or other
R&D output rights [33]. In addition to the publicly accepted
types of intellectual property rights such as copyright, patent
right, and trademark right, Article 97 of the Civil Law of the

______________________________________
① As can be seen from Gazette of the State Council of the People’s Republic of China, Gazette of the Ministry of Finance of the People’s Republic of China,
and Gazette of the Ministry of Education of the People’s Republic of China consecutively published from 2000 to 2011, only the Measures for the Administration on the Issue and Publishing and Broadcast of Meteorological Forecast released by China Meteorological Administration used similar phrasing released
in December, 2003. It prescribed that weather forecast is a kind of science output, the ownership of which shall belong to the organization producing and
releasing it and thereby should be legally protected. However, such phrasing targeting public products were questioned by the academic circle and public
opinions for violating the legislative authority stipulated in the year 2000 version of Legislation Law of the People’s Republic of Law. In June 2006, four law
doctors submitted proposals to the Standing Committee of the National People’s Congress and the State Council for a review of the legitimacy of the provision.
Many people even pointed out that the regulation was actually an administrative monopoly over the market.
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People’s Republic of China (1986) provides for a type of
intellectual property rights with Chinese characteristics, including the discovery right, invention right and other rights to
R&D outputs. Unlike intellectual property rights such as
copyright, patent right, and trademark exclusive right, the
so-called other intellectual property rights only have the
attribute of personal right. The achievers of such outputs can
only obtain material rewards by applying to the state for
scientific and technological awards. However, they cannot
obtain economic benefits by transferring, licensing, capital
contribution and other means of exercising rights [34]. Hence,
the academic circle agrees that other rights to R&D outputs in
nature are temporary, indicating the transition from administrative awarding to civil property rights. It is the historical
residue of long-term administrative management of R&D
outputs rather than the civil property right in its modern
sense.
The amended Law of the People’s Republic of China on
the Progress of Science and Technology (2007) deleted the
original provision of other rights of R&D outputs in Article
60. General Rules of the Civil Law of the People’s Republic
of China (2017) and Civil Code of the People’s Republic of
China (2020) no longer put this right within the scope of
intellectual property rights or civil rights.

4 The reform of the ownership of R&D
outputs from the perspective of rights
On May 28, 2020, the Third Session of the 13th National
People’s Congress adopted the Civil Code, which is the first
law titled Code since the founding of the People’s Republic
of China (1949) and marks that China ushers in the era of
brand new civil code. Addressing the 20th collective study of
19th Central Political Bureau, President Xi Jinping made it
clear that governments at all levels must ensure that the Civil
Code should be effectively implemented so as to promote
rule of law. The Civil Code should serve as an important
yardstick for administrative decision-making, management,
and supervision. Under no circumstance is anyone allowed to
arbitrarily reduce the lawful rights and interests of citizens,
legal persons, and other organizations or increase the obligations of such citizens, legal persons, and organizations.
The reform of the rights and the ownership of R&D outputs mirror the evolution of China’s civil rights system. (1) In
terms of legal relationship, it made a breakthrough in transforming ownership into property rights. Thanks to such reform, it becomes possible that R&D outputs can be the object
of civil rights, and natural persons and legal persons can
become the subjects of the rights of R&D outputs. (2) In
terms of the concrete contents of rights, it achieved a breakthrough that the general concept of property rights has
evolved to legal intellectual property rights. Hence, it becomes possible that R&D outputs can be strictly protected by
law, and R&D outputs under intellectual property rights

protection can be turned into market elements. (3) In terms of
the
subjects
of
rights,
it
realized
the
state-to-organization-to-individual transformation, making it
possible to stimulate science and technology personnel and
for science and technology personnel to use their R&D outputs to establish a start-up or gain profits. (4) In terms of
ownership of rights, it transformed from administrative regulation to market regulation integrating legal provision and
agreement-based decision-making. The provision of all that
is not forbidden by the law of rights is acceptable legally
ensures that the obligee is authorized to independently dispose their outputs. The provision of all that is not authorized
by the public power right is not allowed ensures that improper administrative intervention is under institutional
constraint.
To look into whether the ownership of R&D outputs is
public or private, we must refer to the civil rights framework
for R&D outputs centered on intellectual property rights. The
administrative power of R&D outputs should not be confused
with the civil rights of R&D outputs owned by right holders.
The contract rights of governments for R&D outputs obtained
through fiscal projects or governmental purchase should not
be confused with the administrative function related to R&D
outputs exercised by the government in accordance with laws
and regulations. State ownership of state-owned enterprises
should not be confused with the lawful rights of state-owned
enterprises for their properties in the capacity of legal person.
It must be defined that governmental organs’ intervention
into the civil rights and the exercising of the civil rights of
civil subjects should not be permitted unless definitely legally
authorized.
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